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DID RABBI AZRIEL HILDESHEIMER
LABEL RABBI ZECHARIAH FRANKEL
“AN APOSTATE”?

I. THE PROBLEM

One of the preeminent leaders of Orthodoxy’s confrontation
with modernity was Rabbi Azriel Hildesheimer (1820-1899).1

As founder and dean of the Rabbiner-Seminar in Berlin, he was
responsible for the training of virtually all the Orthodox rabbis in Ger-
many during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. The Rabbiner-
Seminar functioned from 1873 until 1938. During that period, some
275 rabbis were ordained by the faculty of the Rabbiner-Seminar.2

Hildesheimer’s primary rival in the training of rabbis was Rabbi
Zechariah Frankel (1801-1875), founding dean of the Juedisch-Theolo-
gisches Seminar in Breslau.3 Although Frankel died only two years after
Hildesheimer founded the Rabbiner-Seminar in Berlin, the rabbinical
seminary he shaped—the Juedisch-Theologisches Seminar—would func-
tion from 1854 until 1938. During that period, some 250 rabbis were
ordained by the faculty of the Juedisch-Theologisches Seminar.4

Hildesheimer and Frankel never met. The deep tensions that kept
these two rivals at a distance from each other were palpable indeed.
Hildesheimer viewed Frankel with suspicion already in 1839, when
Hildesheimer was all of 19 years old!5 In 1839, Frankel publicly took to
task R. Moses Sofer—the leading rabbinic authority in Europe—for his
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stance in the Alexandersohn affair.6 Hildesheimer’s suspicion was com-
pounded when, in 1842, Frankel publicly embarrassed Hakham Isaac
Bernays—Hildesheimer’s teacher—by condescendingly referring to him
in print as “Mr. Bernays.”7 With the publication of Frankel’s Darkei ha-
Mishna in 1859, Hildesheimer’s suspicions were transformed into stark
reality. Frankel’s views seemed to threaten the underpinnings of Ortho-
doxy. The ensuing controversy, which involved Rabbis Samson Raphael
Hirsch and Solomon Judah Rapoport among others, came as no surprise
to Hildesheimer, who stood firmly on the side of Hirsch and against
Frankel.8 Despite these negative feelings, Hildesheimer never questioned
Frankel’s scholarship or his genuine commitment to Judaism. In a per-
sonal letter written in 1879 (four years after Frankel’s death), Hildes-
heimer wrote the following about Frankel: “Even those who opposed
Dr. Frankel, of blessed memory, had to admit that he was a distinguished
rabbinic scholar.”9

In 1987, David Ellenson published an important scholarly essay in a
volume of essays devoted to the theme of Jewish apostasy.10 The essay
addresses nineteenth century rabbinic attitudes toward nascent Reform,
Conservative, and secular Jews, and toward Jewish apostates to Chris-
tianity. In his analysis of Hildesheimer’s stance regarding these matters,
he writes:

In an 1873 responsum concerning Zacharias Frankel’s Darkei Ha-
Mishnah (1859), Hildesheimer began with the words, “Therefore, con-
cerning the book of the meshummad [apostate] Frankel. . . .” Lest it
be supposed that the use of this term was either accidental or hyperbol-
ic, Hildesheimer continued by noting explicitly that the term meshum-
mad identified the individual as a graver heretic than if he were labeled
an apikoris [sic], a simple unbeliever.

Hildesheimer’s reference to Frankel as a meshummad is an outgrowth
of the canons he inherited from the tradition. After all, Frankel, the
head of the Jewish Theological Seminary in Breslau, was a strictly
observant Jew and an active leader in communal matters. He was hard-
ly, by any reasonable definition, beyond the bounds of the community.
In his Darkei ha-Mishna, however, he expressed the view that the Mish-
nah, the earliest code of the Oral Law, had developed in history. He
also maintained that the Talmudic phrase “halakha le-Moshe mi-Sinai”
referred to a law of such great antiquity that it was as if it had been
revealed to Moses at Sinai. This was in direct opposition to the ahistori-
cal approach the Orthodox leadership of his day took to the issue of
revelation. They believed that Jewish law had been delivered in its total-
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ity to Moses at Sinai and savagely attacked Frankel in the Orthodox
press for his deviation from dogma. They contended that the phrase
“halakha le-Moshe mi-Sinai” could only be understood in its literal
sense,“as a law given to Moses at Sinai.” Frankel’s rejection of these
views and his insistence that Jewish law had developed over time were
sufficient to allow Hildesheimer to label him a meshummad. Frankel, as
a non-Orthodox Jew in matters of belief, had, in the eyes of the Ortho-
dox, somehow stepped beyond the boundaries of the religious Jewish
community. As late as 1873, an Orthodox leader thus felt constrained
to utilize a term of apostasy to describe the leader of another religious
viewpoint. Hildesheimer’s use of meshummad to characterize Frankel is
a direct result of the legacy he received from his medieval rabbinic for-
bears on this issue. As such, it reveals the limitations inherent in this
approach, even from the perspective of a Hildesheimer, in the changed
circumstances of the nineteenth century.11

Ellenson would later publish an even more sharply formulated
account of Hildesheimer’s responsum in his Rabbi Esriel Hildesheimer
and the Creation of a Modern Jewish Orthodoxy.12 It reads:

Hildesheimer wrote a responsum in 1873, in which he declared that
Frankel’s book should not be treated with respect. He stated that were
it not that God’s name appeared in the work, “then perhaps it would
be considered a commandment [mitsva] to burn it.” He asserted that
the Darkei Ha-Mishnah was the work of a meshummad, an apostate,
who literally seeks to destroy the Jewish religion and the Jewish people,
“a more severe category than apikoris [sic],” a heretic who simply
denies the fundamental principles of the Jewish faith for himself.13

Ellenson’s discovery that Hildesheimer had labeled Frankel an apos-
tate did not go unnoticed. It managed to find its way into Tradition,
among other places.14

Ellenson’s discovery is astonishing indeed. First, as reported above,
in 1879 Hildesheimer referred to Frankel “of blessed memory,” hardly
the way one refers to a deceased Jewish apostate. Second, the source of
the claim is a halakhic responsum by Hildesheimer. In the responsum,
Hildesheimer spells out the halakhic ramifications of being identified as
an apostate. Such a responsum can only treat halakhic categories, not
“labels,” or “name-calling,” or wishful thinking. If the responsum in
fact refers to Zechariah Frankel, then it would appear that Hildesheimer
ruled halakhically that Frankel was an apostate. Is it conceivable that
Hildesheimer actually believed that Frankel—a committed and strictly
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observant Jew who never dreamt of converting to Christianity—was
halakhically an apostate?

II. THE RESPONSUM

Hildesheimer’s responsum was published in Tel Aviv in 1969.15 It
reads:16

[lhrut ’ec ivf t’’hrk /d’’kr,]

/’t ’t kg chat

s’’hc c,f t’’nrvs wvbe, uk gsuh hbbht wv’’huv oa oa c,fba e’’vkc vtuumv (t

n’’a iuhzc hshk tuck kufhs rpxc tka vkhj,fk oa cu,fk ruxts u’’gr ’hx ;ux   

/vagb ot iuhzck uthcvk ruxts

wt’’kc ohcu,f ohausev ,una oa utmnba wkgebgrp snuanv ka lucv s’’g ift (c

uc,fba vns ;tu /;urak vumn ;t hkutu vause uc duvbk tka p’’fg kevk ah 

oav ,ause ihs iht t’’h e’’x y’’ge ’hxc l’’avk ;ts wshrun tku vkgn tk t’’kc  

ohausev ,una tk kct wGt unf kuj ov ,uknv ot ubhhv wkuj iuakca ,una kg 

grd snuan  wxruehpt vc,fa vrfzt ogyn kct /kuj ,uh,utc uc,fba

ers rcjnv exp ihkhp,cs ;tu wt’’pr ’hx ahr s’’uhcf ;raha ubhss wxruehptn 

hauckcu t’’dncu j’’ccu ’s ’hgx y’’k ’hx j’’utc ihhugh wohburjtv uekj rcf wzbdh  

ot yrpcu o,ausec ovc duvbk tka tshpe iht p’’fg /ohburjt rtau sra  

h’’cubc  epep wifk osue uc,f ots wu,usn,av rjtk rcf uka kng c,fn uxhpsv 

upruak iht sajb er ’hv ots w’d ,ut c’’he ’hx t’’j vcvtn vcua, ,’’uac s’’cuv 

/uzbudk t’’f   
‘  

’ufu ohhxtu

[(5)633, To Rabbi Y.A. Cohn in the community of Aurich]17

I’ll answer each question in sequence.
A. Regarding the last will and testament written in Hebrew, which

had the Tetragrammaton written in it, I know of no solution [that will
render it non-sacred]. R. Moses Isserles rules at Yoreh De’ah 276, end,18

that ab initio it is forbidden to write a divine Name19 except in a Biblical
book, lest it lead to desecration [of the Name]. We derive from this,
that after the fact [of a divine Name being written outside a Biblical
book], it is forbidden to allow it to become desecrated.

B. Regarding the Buch of the apostate Fraenkel, in which were dis-
covered holy Names written in German, one can be lenient at least with
regard to not treating it as holy. It may even be considered obligatory
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to burn it. The fact that the Names are written in German has no bear-
ing on the case. Although R. Shabbetai ha-Kohen ruled at [Yoreh
De’ah] 179, note 1120 that no holiness attaches to Names written in
foreign languages, he was referring to divine Names that were actually
translated into a foreign language, such as G[ot]t, but he did not mean
[Hebrew] divine Names that are transliterated in foreign characters.
Rather, the reason [for leniency] is because it comes under the category
of a divine Name written by a heretic. Indeed, an apostate is worse than
a heretic, the rule being that they [i.e., the divine Names] should be
destroyed by fire, as recorded in Yoreh De’ah 281.21 Even though
regarding phylacteries, the author [of the Shulhan Arukh] ruled that
they are merely to be stored away, the later authorities disagreed with
his ruling. See Orah Hayyim 39:4 and the comments of Bayit Hadash,22

Magen Avraham,23 Levushei Serad,24 and other later authorities. In any
event, there are no qualms whatsoever with the ruling that they [i.e.,
the divine Names in Fraenkel’s Buch] need not be treated as sacred.
This is especially the case if his insidious treatise was published after his
apostasy. For if he authored it prior to his apostasy, then Noda bi-Yehu-
da,25 cited in She’elot u-Teshuvot Teshuva me-Ahava 1:112, section 3,26

raised doubts about the status of one [merely] under suspicion [of
heresy], suggesting the likelihood that they [i.e., the divine Names writ-
ten by such a person] be stored away rather than be destroyed by fire.

I will close with . . . .

III. ANALYSIS OF THE RESPONSUM

Alas, the responsum leaves much unsaid. It does not clearly identify
either the apostate or the title of his book. That is precisely why Ellen-
son was able to read the responsum as referring to Zechariah Frankel’s
Darkei ha-Mishna. Nonetheless, there are sufficient hints strewn
throughout the responsum that will enable us to reconstruct a profile of
the apostate and his book. A careful reading of the responsum yields the
following information.

1. Despite Ellenson’s claims, nowhere in the responsum is there any
mention of Frankel’s Darkei ha-Mishna.

2. The apostate is identified as kgebgrp, the Hebrew surname equiv-
alent to German Fraenkel or Frenkel. But Zechariah Frankel always
spelled his surname kgebtrp, i.e., the Hebrew equivalent of German
Frankel.27 (In German, he always spelled his surname Frankel, not
Fraenkel or Frenkel.) It is highly unlikely that a knowledgeable native-
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born German rabbi, such as Hildesheimer, would have confused
Frankel with Fraenkel or Frenkel.

3. The apostate Fraenkel’s book is called “Buch,” and not by the
expected Hebrew term, sefer. This can only mean that the apostate’s
book in question was written in German. Indeed, Hildesheimer specifi-
cally notes that the book contained divine Names written in German.
But Frankel’s Darkei ha-Mishna was written entirely in Hebrew! More-
over, it contains no divine Names!

4. Toward the end of the responsum, Hildesheimer raises the issue
of whether the apostate authored his book before or after his apostasy.
Hildesheimer surely knew that Zechariah Frankel never engaged in an
act of apostasy whose date could be fixed with precision. Why would
Hildesheimer raise a non-issue in a halakhic responsum?

5. It seems likely that the two separate issues raised in the respon-
sum are related to each other. One suspects that the questioner was
clearing years of accumulated clutter from an attic or basement. He
found a last will and testament in Hebrew that he would have readily
discarded. Unfortunately, it contained the Tetragrammaton in Hebrew
letters; hence the question to Hildesheimer. Similarly, he found a book
in German authored by the apostate Fraenkel, which he would have dis-
carded with great relish, but unfortunately it contained divine Names
transliterated from Hebrew into German. Almost certainly, the refer-
ence is to the Tetragrammaton, now written in German (i.e., Latin) let-
ters and spelled much like the first word of the name of the Christian
sect familiar to all of us as J——’s Witnesses. Once again, only a
halakhist of Hildesheimer’s stature could rule whether or not such a
book could be discarded.

In the light of the above, it seems highly unlikely that Hildesheimer’s
responsum refers to Zechariah Frankel. We would argue, in fact, that
Hildesheimer’s responsum cannot be referring to Zechariah Frankel.
For Zechariah Frankel never treated the divine Names lightly in any of
his writings. In his Hebrew books, of course, he never printed the
Tetragrammaton or any of the other divine Names. He used the stan-
dard circumlocutions used by all Jewish writers. In his German books,
he never printed the Tetragrammaton either in Hebrew or in German
transliteration. He ordinarily refers to God as “Gott.” When, in a schol-
arly discussion, it was necessary to refer to the Tetragrammaton, he
used circumlocutions such as ado-nai.28

It follows, then, that the Hildesheimer responsum can only be
referring to a genuine apostate from Judaism to Christianity, who wrote
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a book in German and insisted on transliterating the Tetragrammaton
and perhaps other divine Names into German.

IV. THE SOLUTION

In 1841, Wolfgang Bernhard Fraenkel (1795-1851)29 published an
autobiographical missionary tract entitled Das Bekenntniss des Proselyten
(Confession of a Convert).30 A year later, Fraenkel published a second
volume entitled Die Unmoeglichkeit der Emancipation der Juden in
christlichen Staate (The Impossibility of Jewish Emancipation in Christ-
ian Countries).31 Briefly, Fraenkel informs his readers that his name
used to be Benjamin the son of Yissakhar Ha-Levi. He was a freshly
minted convert (the conversion took place in 1840), who wished to
persuade all other Jews to convert to Christianity. One need not look
far in order to discover how Fraenkel treated the divine Names. On the
title page of the first volume, the opening phrase of Exodus 15:11
appears in transliteration. The German text reads: “Mi Camocha Beelim
J——a.” The last word, the Tetragrammaton, is printed in six German
(i.e., Latin) letters that begin with “J” and end in “a”. In both volumes,
he refers again and again to the Tetragrammaton, printing it precisely in
the same manner. At one point, Fraenkel notes that Rabbi Samson
Raphael Hirsch used the circumlocution “Hashem” for the Tetragram-
maton. Fraenkel then explains in a footnote, that “according to the Tal-
mud, Jews may not write or pronounce the Tetragrammaton.”32 The
implication was clear. As a liberated Christian, Fraenkel could do what
no Talmudic Jew would.

Almost certainly, the question addressed to Hildesheimer refers to
one of the Fraenkel volumes. The questioner needed to know whether
or not he could discard the volume. Hildesheimer ruled that he could do
so—and more. He suggested that it may even be obligatory to consign it
to the flames, especially if it was written after the apostasy. Interestingly,
both volumes mentioned above were published by Fraenkel shortly after
his apostasy.

In sum, Hildesheimer never labeled Zechariah Frankel “an apos-
tate.” Moreover, having established that the identification of the apos-
tate in Hildesheimer’s responsum as Zechariah Frankel is imaginary,
Ellenson’s framing of the Hildesheimer responsum collapses entirely.
Ellenson claimed that Hildesheimer’s response to nascent Reform and
Conservative Jews was an outgrowth of a medieval rabbinic mentality
that did not know how to cope with the changing circumstances of the
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nineteenth century. His proof was Hildesheimer’s categorization of
Zechariah Frankel as an apostate. With the evaporation of the proof, the
claim remains unsubstantiated.33
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